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Erratum 
Volume 139, Number 2 (1989), in the article “Mallows’ Integral and 
Some Generalizations,” by M. L. Glasser and C. Cosgrove, pages 533-536: 
The following changes should be made: 
Page 533, Eq. (3): The second comma on the first line should be 
deleted. 
Page 534, Eq. (5): In the exponent on the third line, the expression 
“(8 - y)” should be changed to “- (36 + y ),‘. 
Page 534, Eq. (5a): In the first line, the expression “sin U” should be 
changed to “sin xu”; in the second line the expression “2 + cos’ 7t/4x” 
should be changed to “2( 1 - Re $Zi&pj}~~ 
Page 534, Eq. (6): On the right hand side the expression “x” should 
be changed to “xv.” 
Page 535, Eq. (9): In the second line the expression “)7c/2)” should be 
changed to “7c/2).” 
Page 535, Eq. (10): In the second line, in the denominator of the 
expression following the summation sign, the expression “(n + l/2)” should 
be changed to “(k + l/2).” 
Page 535: In the sentence preceding Eq. (11) the citation should be to 
Ref. [S] rather than to Ref. [4]. 
The authors thank Professor P. de Doelder (Eindhoven) for pointing out 
several of these errors. 
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